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Finnish shows a peculiar asymmetry in its participial paradigm. It has five affirmative 
participles, which specialize in relativizing either subjects or direct objects, and a single 
negative participle in -maton, which can not only act as a negative counterpart for all the 
affirmative forms, but is also able to relativize some non-core participants, such as locative or 
temporal adverbials; see Table 1 and examples (1)–(4). In other words, the negative participle, in 
principle, can relativize a wide range of participants. However, there is a lot of variation in how 
often different participants are actually relativized by specific negative participles. In this study, we 
aim to find out to what extent this variation across participles is conditioned by the lexical meaning 
of verbs from which they are derived. 

We approach this topic by investigating the use of negative participles in an extensive corpus 
of Finnish (around 370 million sentences). For our study, we chose 42 verbs for which different 
types of participants are either obligatory or potentially important for the situation. For example, the 
verb kirjoittaa ‘to write’ requires a direct object, the verb astua ‘to enter’ requires an adverbial 
denoting the goal, the verb rangaista ‘to punish’ often takes a dependent referring to the 
reason of punishment, etc. The median number of examples we analysed for an individual 
participle was 183. 

Two most important observations that we able to make concern the relativization of core and 
non-core participants respectively:  

1. For most intransitive verbs in the sample (18 out of 24), the subject is the most commonly
relativized participant. For instance, the negative participle derived from the verb herätä ‘to wake up’
has the active meaning ‘the one who doesn’t/didn’t wake up’ in 92% of the examples. On the other
hand, among 18 transitive verbs, only three relativize the subject more often than the direct object,
namely ottaa ‘to take’ (57% of all the examples), syödä ‘to eat’ (54%), and juoda ‘to drink’ (37%). For
more than half of transitive verbs (11 out of 18), the most frequently relativized participant is the
direct object. For example, the participle kutsumaton derived from the verb kutsua (‘to call, to invite’)
has the meaning ‘the one who isn’t/wasn’t invited’ in 99% of the cases, while subject relativization
by means of this participle is never attested at all. This observation is in line with the Absolutive
Hypothesis introduced in Fox (1987): intransitive subjects and transitive objects are relativized more
often than transitive subjects, even if relativization of the latter is techinically just as possible in a
language (for more on absolutive orientation of participles see Shagal 2019: 78–85).

2. For several participles in the sample, the most commonly relativized participant is neither a subject
nor a direct object. Importantly, only for some of them this participant belongs to the valency of the
verb, as is the case with the locative participant of the verb asua ‘to reside’, or the topic participant
of the verb kertoa ‘to tell’. For example, 71% of sentences with the participle nukkumaton derived
from the verb nukkua ‘to sleep’ are instances of temporal adverbial relativization, such as
nukkumaton yö ‘the night when someone doesn’t/didn’t sleep’. Similarly, the participle rakentamaton
derived from the verb rakentaa ‘to build’, in 92% of cases relativizes a locative adverbial
(rakentamaton tontti ‘the site on which nothing has been built’), which does not have to be expressed
when the verb appears in an independent sentence. Therefore, the Finnish negative participle does
not follow the so-called Valency Rule described in Malchukov (2008: 218) for Even and relevant for
some other languages (see Shagal 2019: 93–96): relativization of certain participants not belonging
to the valency of a verb is not just possible, but is actually a preferred strategy for some participles.
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Table 1. Participial paradigm in Finnish 

Temporal 
reference 

S/A P 

A not 
expressed 

A expressed 

Affirmative Present -va -tava
-ma

Past -nut -tu

Negative Present 
-maton

Past 

(1) subject relativization
a. [loppututkinno-n suoritta-nut] hakija 

final.degree-GEN complete-PTCP.PST.ACT  applicant 
‘the applicant that completes the final degree’ 

b. [loppututkinto-a suoritta-maton] hakija 
final.degree-PTV complete-PTCP.NEG applicant 
‘the applicant that did not complete the final degree’ 

(2) direct object relativization
a. [mummo-n kerto-ma-t] tarina-t 

grandma-GEN tell-PTCP.A-PL story-PL 
‘the stories told by grandma’ 

b. [kenen-kään kerto-mattoma-t] tarina-t 
who.GEN-POL know-PTCP.NEG-PL  story-PL 
‘the stories that nobody has told’ 

(3) locative adverbial relativization
[lähes istu-maton] vuodesohva 
almost sit-PTCP.NEG sofa 
‘the sofa that almost was not sat on’ 

(4) temporal adverbial relativization
[täysin syö-mätön] päivä 
fully  eat-PTCP.NEG day 
‘the day when (someone) did not eat at all’ 

In our talk, we will discuss these and several other observations concerning the relativizing capacity 
of the Finnish negative participle, and propose functional explanations of the observed patterns. We 
will also touch upon the connection between the relativizing capacity and the TAM meaning of 
participles, and the role that negation plays in the observed tendencies. 


